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Abstract: Library professionals play a vital role in implementing this tool to users that can be 

made get-at-able such resources to ameliorate its usage. Academic Institutions spend a huge 

amount in its collection development thru different information platforms per year. But due to 

lack of capable searching tool among these resources sometimes found unutilized. These tools 

provide single interface to the libraries Due to not adopting proper searching tools by libraries, 

users may not be able to accessing the related information from such resources. This will also 

puzzle the users' interest in acquiring the objective of library i.e., connecting the right information 

to the right user at right time. If libraries use web-scale discovery as a strong successor to 

federated search and recognized a way to make the library’s resources more accessible to library 

users by using a single search interface that could serve the needs of the diverse populations that 

use the library resources. This paper tries to focus the concept of Web based discovery tools, its 

need in an academic library. 

Key Words: Discovery tools, Discovery service, Academic libraries, Web scale service, Web based 

service. 

1. Introduction: 

Discovery solutions have emerged as an 

essential element within most library 

structures, gambling a crucial function 

within the attempt to exhibit the price of a 

library’s collection, presenting a unified index 

and converting the way assets are searched. 

As libraries have shifted attention from print 

catalogues and assets to OPACs, e-journals, 

eBooks, situation indexes and complete-text 

databases, it is emerged as essential for the 

perception and conduct of the search revel in 

to conform as well as for each quit users and 

library administrators. The beginning, 

discovery solutions had been centred on being 

a quicker approach to looking a library’s 

series thru an unmarried search container, 

without regard to the pleasant of the search 

experience. Librarians in the academy who 

paintings to optimize collection access face an 

onerous task given the complicated nature of 

statistics and the records world. This 

complexity is reflected on instructional 

library web sites, which usually function a 

web public get admission to catalogue 

(OPAC) in addition to lists of database 

hyperlinks, all which characteristic 

independently of each other. As library 

customers turn out to be increasingly more at 

ease with each innovation in the internet-

based totally global, libraries have observed 

themselves suffering to offer an enjoy that 

seems as easy as Google yet directs users to 

resources owned or licensed by the library. 

Discovery tools were advanced to cope with 

this hassle, however their effectiveness relies 

upon on the quality of the metadata created 

to symbolize collection substances. 

1.A. Definition: Discovery tools as net 

software program that searches magazine-

article and library-catalogue metadata in a 

unified index and presents search 

consequences in a single interface. This 

differs from federated seek software, which 

searches multiple databases and aggregates 

the results with federated search software 

program; consequences are at the search 

algorithm and relevance rating in addition to 

every tool’s algorithm and relevance ratings. 

Discovery gear, which import metadata into 

one index, follow one set of search algorithms 

to retrieve and rank results. Federated seek 

software program was unable to absolutely 

fulfil user’s expectancies because of its 

confined technology. Now that discovery tools 

offer an absolutely included seek enjoy, with 

http://www.ijaar.co.in/
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substantially stepped forward relevance 

ratings, response times, and accelerated 

consistency, libraries can ultimately begin to 

meet this place of consumer expectation. 

Their regular prominence on library web 

sites may additionally direct traffic faraway 

from carefully cultivated and prepared 

collections of online resources. Discovery 

tools provide each possibility and demanding 

situations for library education, relying on 

the instructional field, users’ knowledge, and 

statistics-seeking need. Examples of 

discovery tools consist of EBSCO Discovery 

provider, summon provider (Serial solution), 

Encore Discovery (revolutionary interface) 

and Primo central (Ex Libris institution) and 

so forth. 

1.B. Discovery tools in Academic 

Libraries: Discovery equipment are 

becoming increasingly more popular in 

academic libraries. Educational Libraries 

collect "content" from many exceptional 

sources in many distinctive formats. In an 

academic library's collection, a Researcher 

will discover books, print magazines, 

newspapers, and journals, electronic article 

databases, Motion pictures, and lots greater. 

While the library's catalogue has 

traditionally been the tool for attempting to 

find Records owned by way of the library, the 

catalogue commonly does now not encompass 

the capability of looking at the thing stage for 

materials which have appeared in 

magazines, journals, newspapers, and other 

Collected works. A researcher typically will 

use the catalogue to scour thru the library's 

print and media collections and then use one 

or more of the library's studies databases to 

search for articles that had been posted in 

any range of periodical publications. 

Ultimately it makes sense that a library 

might attempt to provide a single look for all 

its assets, lots as Google offers a single seek 

for information to be had at the internet. Let 

us consider that a library subscribes to 50 

databases to Assist its researchers discover 

facts about articles published in a selection of 

magazines, change guides and studies 

journals. A few the databases would possibly 

have article facts that includes challenge 

indexing, writer indexing, and abstracts, 

even as different databases may additionally 

have the entire text of the articles further to 

the indexing. Before the arrival of discovery 

gear, researchers might want to search the 

library's catalogue for information in its 

collections and then pick out one or greater 

databases to discover articles that could were 

published in periodicals. There has been no 

single seek that could Deal with the whole lot 

that a library would possibly should provide. 

The invention tool offers researchers the 

Opportunity of protecting a good portion of a 

library's assets in a unmarried seek. A facet 

is a descriptive Aspect of the item matching 

the hunt and may consist of such things as 

historical time period, Geographical place, 

subject heading, writer, kind of material, and 

periodical name. By using the use of the 

Sides that appear in a search result, a 

researcher can effortlessly narrow down a 

listing of hundreds or Lots of materials to a 

extra affordable wide variety of results. 

2. List of some Discovery tool: 2.A. List of 

some Open-source Discovery tool: 

• VuFind: VuFind, originally developed at 

Villanova university, is primarily based on a 

Hypertext Pre-processor programming 

codebase and Apache SOLR indexing search 

and retrieval technology. VuFind has been 

implemented in hundreds of libraries. Among 

the tasks paintings with forks of the 

authentic codebase and the development 

efforts may be characterised as impartial and 

fragmented. 

 
https://vufind.org/vufind/ 

https://vufind.org/vufind/
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• eXtensible Catalogue: Mellon basis, has 

created a few gears that complement the 

development of discovery services and 

products. The main results of the project 

encompass a set of connectivity equipment, 

together with toolkits for the Open archives 

Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting 

(OAIPMH) and for NISO move Interchange 

Protocol in addition to the XC Metadata 

services Toolkit. This toolkit offers utilities 

for the transformation and clean-up of 

metadata as it is far extracted from 

repositories, inclusive of library control 

systems, and loaded into discovery services. 

The eXtensible Catalogue assignment has 

additionally created the XC Drupal Toolkit 

that gives a discovery interface with 

customizable faceted navigation based on 

content material from repositories and the 

library internet site. 

• Blacklight: Blacklight, initially evolved by 

way of the university of Virginia, is primarily 

based on a Ruby on Rails programming 

framework and Apache SOLR indexing, 

search, and retrieval Technology. Blacklight 

gives a flexible toolkit for an extensive 

variety of record kinds and is the 

Fundamental search interface to the Hydra 

task virtual asset control system. 

 

 
https://projectblacklight.org/ 

• 

WorldCatLocal: OCLC’s discovery offerings 

construct on the muse of WorldCat to make 

sure that facts seekers locate the library 

substances to be had from their own 

establishments and from different libraries 

worldwide. Customers have lengthy indicated 

that it is miles the content that topics, no 

matter format, or source. Irrespective of 

wherein customers begin them seek on-line, 

the global internet visibility provided 

byWorldCat.Org and through syndication 

with online commercial companions 

consisting of Google, EasyBib and others 

imply that millions of customers include your 

library in their search even when they did 

not start their search on a library website at 

first. And WorldCat local is the Web scale 

discovery tool that offers your users access to 

all your library’s purchased and authorized 

formats: digital, virtual, and physical, 

supplied in an unmarried, easy view. 

 
https://help.oclc.org/Discovery_and_Reference/WorldCat_Discovery 

https://projectblacklight.org/
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2.B. List of some Commercial Discovery 

Tools: 

• BiblioCommons: Biblio Commons affords 

BiblioCore, which includes hosted discovery 

carrier relevancy-primarily based retrieval, 

faceted navigation, and a variety of social 

and community orientated features. 

BiblioCommons keeps a discovery index that 

includes an aggregation of its customers’ data 

from their respective ILS implementations. 

• AquaBrowser: AquaBrowser Library 

presents a cease-user index with Faceted 

navigation and a cloud of search phrases 

extracted from search effects that can be 

used to execute new searches. AquaBrowser 

maintains a neighbourhood index primarily 

based on proprietary generation populated 

with the aid of facts extracted and 

synchronized from the library’s ILS 

implementation. Encore: Encore, at first 

delivered in 2006, supplements or replaces 

the online catalogue of Millennium with a 

new interface that capabilities an unmarried 

search box, faceted navigation, and 

consequences ordered by means of relevancy. 

Encore become firstly designed to operate 

with automation structures apart from the 

ones from revolutionary, but noticed very few 

implementations. Encore is currently only 

utilized by libraries using Millennium.  

 

 
https://about.proquest.com/en/news/2009/AquaBrowser-Becomes-Top-Discovery-Layer-for-

Libraries/ 

• Ex Libris Primo: Ex Libris Primo was 

developed in 2006 as a brand new-era 

interface to provide relevancy-based look for 

materials controlled by means of a library’s 

included library system, neighbourhood 

content material repositories, and other 

collections of hobby that might be available 

for local indexing thru the Open information 

Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting 

(OAI-PMH) or batch document loading. Ex 

Libris later advanced Primo crucial as a 

controlled crucial index of scholarly content 

material. Primo makes use of Apache Lucene 

or SOLR as its technology for handling local 

indexes. 

 
https://exlibrisgroup.com/products/primo-discovery-service/ 

 

https://about.proquest.com/en/news/2009/AquaBrowser-Becomes-Top-Discovery-Layer-for-Libraries/
https://about.proquest.com/en/news/2009/AquaBrowser-Becomes-Top-Discovery-Layer-for-Libraries/
https://exlibrisgroup.com/products/primo-discovery-service/
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3. Mobile accessibility of some 

Discovery tools: 

Summon: The Summon service autodetects a 

user’s device and provides a separate mobile 

interface that is responsive in design. 

EBSCO Discovery Service: EBSCO Discovery 

Service responsive design. EDS is highly 

mobile device–compatible. No additonal apps, 

links, or interfaces are required to search 

EDS from a mobile device. 

Primo +: Primo Central Primo supports 

mobile devices through responsive design. 

Mobile app is on the development roadmap. 

WorldCat Local: Mobile accessibility is 

available in WorldCat Discovery Service. 

AquaBrowser : AquaBrowser supported 

through a separate interface  

Chamo Discovery tools:  Chamo has a mobile 

skin. VTLS also has MozGo available for an 

additional purchase. At present, it accesses 

indexed searches and not federated searches, 

which will come soon. 

Enterprise/ Portfolio: BookMyne and the 

customized, site-specific version BookMyne+ 

offer full catalogue functionality for 

smartphones and tablets. The current 3x 

version is available for iOS and Android with 

HD resolution. Available in 2013, version 4x 

uses responsive design HTML5 tools for iOS, 

Android, or any browser. Key functionality 

includes find a library, directions, contact, 

add to favourites; discovery (including 

Portfolio data; v4x includes discovery of eRC 

data); enriched content; holds, my lists, 

related materials; my account; suggested 

reading. 

Encore (release ES): Yes, it also a mobile 

accessible discovery service. 

BiblioCore: BiblioCore currently provides 

native apps for iPhone and Android and a 

mobile web–optimized version but is moving 

its services to responsive design. 

Iguana: Iguana includes a mobile web 

interface and an app. Iguana’s CSS 

implements a responsive design as well. 

VuFind: VuFind currently supports a 

separate mobile interface, and a responsive 

design theme is under development for the 

next release. 

4. Implementation in Indian Libraries: 

Among the academic libraries many 

University Libraries is adapting these types 

of Discovery Services for the user.  EBSCO 

Discovery Service is now available in the 

Kerala University Library, Rabindra Library 

(Assam University) and Jawaharlal Nehru 

University. This service is intended for 

bringing together all the subscribed contents 

of the library before the users through a 

single search window. 

4.1. Jawaharlal Nehru University 
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4.2. Kerala University Library: 

 
4.3. Rabindra Library, Assam University, Silchar: 

 
5. Conclusion:  

Discovery tool are the vital part of the library 

service’s providing. Each library will have 

one-of-a-kind Priorities and consumer want 

to recall, and any particular gadget may 

additionally or might not meet the ones need. 

Discovery interfaces blended with 

incorporated library solutions have developed 

with the advantages of Incorporated web-

reachable online Public get entry to 

Catalogues (OPAC), net 2.0 functions with 

custom designed search engines like google 

and yahoo, personalised service functions, 

One-prevent aid portals incorporating Meta-

looking discovery equipment, mobile 

accessibility, multilingual guide, and 

upcoming internet-scale 

Discovery, virtual property curtain and 

management services. It is predicted that 

during close to destiny, the Discovery tools in 

Indian Libraries should prove to be the last 

reincarnation of one of the most familiar and 

maximum enduring of all library facts 

retrieval gadgets. 
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